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Jacob's drama (the james-i drama) &lt;1603-1625&gt;was a dark form of shakespeare drama and his contemporaries. The Elizabethan era was the golden age of English drama. But with the turn of the century, drama in English also took a turn. This does not mean that there were no more playwrights. There were certainly many of them,
but none of them could get close to Shakespeare. It was inevitable that the drama should have collapsed after Shakespeare for the simple reason that there was another great enough to fill its space. (Long) The fall of the Jacobian drama After the turn of the 16th century and the departure of Elizabeth, the theatre continued to prove its
popularity, although the British opposition stiffened. But the taste changed: the audience considered a stronger fare. The playwrights tried to fulfill the desire of the audience, but lacked the organic unity that the highest art must possess. During the Jacobian period, there was a sharp decline in drama. Here are the main reasons for the
decline of drama at this age: The change of patrons During the Elizabethan period, the drama was covered by patrons by feudal lords, but since the accession of James I, the playwlubs depended on the king, queen and royal domination. The playwediers completely depended on royal grace. In this way, the theatre was cut off from living
together and no longer remained a national institution, as it was in Shakespeare's day. Playw playw playwings cared less about the men on the street and the women in the kitchen. They delighted the court. While Beaumont and Fletcher wrote, the theater gradually lost the payload of the middle and lower classes. This meant the fall of
drama. Lacking genius after Shakespeare, there was another playwright who could fill his space, which naturally meant the demise of Drama Poor Characterization The lack of creative power in the art of characterization was also one of the main reasons. Playwhalmers repeated such characters as cheats, persecutors, gamblers, etc. In
place of Shakespeare's immortal characters, such as heroes, heroines, villains &amp; clowns (jokers). The lack of dramatic fall technique could also be observed in dramatic technique. The playw playwedies couldn't keep marlowe's mighty line &amp; their empty verse became weak &amp; fast. The art of building a plot of land In the art of
building a plot of land, with the exception of Ben Jonson's Volpone and Alchemist and Webster's White Devil, we find signs of decline. Too often, the plot-building shows careless in detail and they want consistency. There are effective episodes, but there is no structural growth. The imbalance in Shakespeare's drama between romance
and realism is poorly replaced by either narrow social actions or romantic excess. The puritanical opposition of puritanical opposition to drama is also responsible for the demise of drama at this age. Ever since the drama became popular in England, the Puritans have waged war against him. They are &lt;/1603-1625&gt;drama and all
forms of entertainment as works of the devil to be avoided by men and women. So after Shakespeare's death, the drama became to show signs of declining morality, plot construction, characterization and technique. The Spirit passed in 1616; the corpses remained burned and burned in 1642. Jacobean Dramatists Read about Jacobean
Dramaturgists Checkout English Summary's free educational tools and dictionaries. The documentary OneZdy has been suggested that in the work of pioneering tragic playwrights of Elizabethan theatre, Marlowe and Kyd, the main themes and concerns about the Jakobińska tragedy are already present. This is essentially true, although
the atmosphere of pondering evil and melancholy that permeates the subsequent tragedy is quite characteristic. The terms Elizabethan and Jacobian are somewhat confusing in this regard, as in some others, because changes in theatrical style and temperament do not always commit to the accession of monarchs. As we've seen, what
we usually call Elizabethan drama is a drama produced about twenty-five years after Elizabeth ascended to the throne. Similarly, her reign was still two years old, when the most thoughtful, melancholic and Jakobiian tragic heroes, Hamlet, first walked on the blanks of Elsinore. Plays such as Troilus and Cressida and Marston's Antonio's
Revenge, where a hint of cynical disappointment commonly associated with the Jacobean epithet is clearly audible, was already made before the closing of the century. The darker mood of the drama therefore belongs to the later 90s. It remains true that there has been a significant development in tragedy during the reign of James I.
Chapman transformed from writing comedies to powerful tragedies in the early years of a new reign, and the great tragedies of Webster, Tourneur and Middleton, as well as most of Shakespeare, were written in the first two decades of the SEVENTEENth century. Thus, while elizabethan drama is dominated by comedy, with the gigantic
exception of Marlowe and kyd's single play, tragedy enters its own in the Jakobiński period; so much so that, as already mentioned, the comedy itself is darkened. Indeed, the combination of these two types, and not the mere presence of comic scenes in tragic threads, as in Dr. Faustus, is one of the features of the Jakobian drama. The
great tragedies of this period are characteristic and very different in terms of scope and impact, which we will see soon when we take a closer look at some of them. Nevertheless, one can speak of a Jakobijski tragic temperament in general, if perhaps sometimes superficial terms. It is clear, for example, that the destructive and self-
destructive potentials of the amoral Machiavellian character occupy the Jakobian playwright, not marlowe or kyd. The tragedies of this period also have a much greater sense of corruption in high places and the morally poisonous effects of wealth and power. Both of these functions are the disappearance of the Elizabethan consensus and
the growing alienation of the court from the whole nation. Jacob's passion for creating instant noblemen (he picked up forty for one memorable day) also played his part in pushing into the consciousness of playwrights and playwrights questions about the relationship between honor and nobility. The leniency of sexual morality in Jacob's
court compared to Elizabeth's may partly be a greater emphasis on the traditional theme of lust for caustic power. The growing influence of a more sophisticated private theatre audience has led to a growing emphasis on the satirical and sometimes cynical wit that undercut the tragic grandness of the act of her performance. Finally, the
note of doubt and despair first sounded by Kyda and Marlowe has become louder and more insisting over the Jakob decades. Its particular coloration comes from melancholy, which is so marked by a feature of literature at the beginning of the XVII century. In 1621, at the end of the reign of James I, Robert Burton published his extensive
and extremely eccentric treatise, The Anatomy of Melancholy. In it, he undertook to classify and describe varieties of melancholy, their causes, symptoms and remedies. Burton's work is not just a medical treatise, although it has been called the best medical work written by a layman. It is also a compendium of psychology, social
observation, anecdotal and many others. It is best known for many works from this period, which testify to the contemporary interest in this peculiarly Jacobean malad. Many things ranged in melancholy, as age understood it, from obsessive concern for the death and futileness of human effort to mere fashionable pessimism or cynicism.
As the latter can take many different forms depending on the social position or profession, as jaques says in As You Like It (c. 1599).the melancholy of the scholar, that is, emulation [professional rivalry], ... music that is fantastic [artistic]... courtiers, which is ambitious,... a lawyer who is a politician [calculating]... a lady who is nice [affected
by sophisticated]... lover who is all this. Many factors contributed to the prevalence of this temperament. Although it is possible that to some extent it was a literary phenomenon, it was not just that. A new interest in individual psychology naturally led to an interest in abnormal conditions, the various forms of melancholy of which were
easily recognizable cases. The increased opportunities for material life offered by the opening of new trade routes introducing new goods have made the fact of death, especially in the destructive and unpredictable form of endemic plague, more frightening to contemplate. There has been a growing tendency to justify and judge life in
purely secular terms and, in any case, to take such an assessment very seriously. Permanent death not so much so much the only Reality as it was in the medieval view, but the end of reality. What was involved here was not necessarily a change of faith as a change of focus on the way people felt about life and death. The rapid spread
of venereal diseases during this time may also have contributed to the concern for mortality and corruption. Social and educational development also fostered the development of Jacobian melancholy. The expansion of education in the later sixteenth century created an educated class only a few of them could get lucrative employment,
such as a rich life in the church, sinecure in court or a viable legal practice. The rest, and they were swarming most, had to claw what liveables they could with school mastery or private tutoring, or become professional writers or live by their reason. The distinction between the last two categories was by no means clear. Rich patrons of
literary men quickly declined, because the landed aristocracy from which such patrons came, themselves faced the economic effects of galloping inflation. Indeed, inflation itself had to contribute to creating a sense of purpose forever beyond reach, a world in which appearance never seemed to materialize in the desired reality. No
wonder, then, that a sense of unrecognized or insignificant ability should deepen into a melancholic temperament informing the work of many writers, and sometimes expressed through one melancholy character, to which the playwright seems much closer than he is to other characters; such a character, as we often feel, could write most
of the drama in which it appears. Webster's two tragedies, each named after the heroine, contain two of the most memorable characters in the entire range of Jakobian drama. Vittoria Corombona, the white devil, is the heroine of her game in a much more problematic sense than the one in which the Duchess of Malfi is her. But she is
conceived on a larger scale than any of the other characters, even her brother Machiavellian Flamineo, and it is the burning energy of her outburst against her corrupt judges that electrifies the scene and shines in her mind. As a playwright, Webster doesn't have much stamina, is better in individual scenes than all art, and often better at
single speeches than scenes. It often gives the impression of literary rather than dramatic talent pushed into drama by the force of circumstances. The Duchess of Malfi has a stronger sense of transcendental moral order than the earlier game, but its existence is by no means unequivocally confirmed. The world of both plays is
recognizable in the same way, with its nude power, brazen corruption in church and state, and rampant cruelty around the world. But the Duchess stands less ambiguously in contrast to her entourage than Vittoria and Webster shows more interest in her as both an agent and a victim. There is some danger in concentrating On the
Duchess, making the fifth act seems stuck on the epilogue because the heroine is killed in Act IV. In reality, however, the play has stronger and more coherent structures than the White Devil (despite the fact that the whole year passes between Acts I and II, and there is enough time for the Duchess to have several children between Acts
II and III), and the spirit of the deceased woman irradiated the last act, as caesar's spirit haunts the second part of Shakespeare's tragedy. The study of world size and its relationship to moral attitude, which is chapman's great subject, becomes obsessing over Webster. But the moral attitude has clearly felt the religious overtone of
Princess Malfi. Cariola, the Duchess's maid, says of her mistress: Do the spirit of greatness or womenReign the most in her do not know. The examiners of male greatness in art are her brothers, cardinal and Prince Ferdinand. They characterize the corruption of the religious and secular order, which is established as an ideal in Antonio's
speech at the very beginning of the game: the court of the princeAl longer like a common fountain, when it should flowpure silver drops in general. But if not a chanceSome curs'd example of poison not near the head, death and disease throughout the spread of the earth. This is an example of a curs'd cardinal and prince who creates a
society in which merit is not without reward and, as Machiavellian Bosola learns, where even the axe of establishment people cannot be sure of gaining their hope for profits. Bosola and the Duchess herself are two of the most fascinating characters in the play, which is almost as much a tragedy as her, albeit in a different way. He is
portrayed as malcontent as Flamineo, a ready-made tool for prince Ferdinand's dark designs. His contempt of court, as Antonio is quick to point out, is not because of the principledness of the opposition, like Bussy, but jealousy of not having access to sources of wealth and power: I observe his guancing not for the sheer love of piety:
Indeed he rails on those things he wants, he would be as lascivious, greedy, or proud, bloody, or jealous as any man, if he had the means to be so. The fact that this is at least partly true is a testament to bosola's willingness to respond to Ferdinand's bribe with a grimly sudden question: Whose throat do I have to cut?. The first two acts of
art are dominated by the presence of this enigmatic and sinister figure, whose tendency to encapsulize characters in grotesque vigettes affects other characters and shapes most dialogues. We can recall here that Webster was the author of several characters in the Overbury collection, and also that he made the habit of listing memorable
lines for future use. In the earlier part of the art we feel, especially in reading, that we are shown around a surreal or expressionist portrait gallery. There is a quality set-piece about speeches and comparative stiffness of rhythms puts a sort of frame around each The characteristics of The Cardinal's Bosola and Prince's is typical in tone,
method and movement: If I could be one of their flattering panders, I would hang on my ears like a leech horse until I was full and then fall asleep. Bosola tends to use prose for his handrail and verse for his more weighty meditations, but changing from one to the other does not affect the quality of his personification. Paradoxically,
however, the sense of furtive and hectic activity comes through somewhat static portraits. The main and smaller topics, if we can call them so, and the lines of the main action are clear. A smaller theme is the depiction of a society in which action and its rewards have no connection with each other, because the latter depends on the
unpredictable whims of the powerful. The main theme is that the limits of individual action and responsibility in a corrupt society, especially in the freedom of a woman to choose her own destiny. The Duchess's brothers argue that as a widow she should not marry, expressing the traditional view that the only motive for a woman's re-
marriage must be lust: Marry? They are the most luxuriousWill married twice. The Duchess promises them that she will not, although she has already secretly chosen her steward Antonio as her future husband. To the extent that it utters a deliberate lie, it can be regarded as a violation of its integrity and thus as a representative of its
society and not a rebel against it. There are moments, especially at the end of the show, when we are aware of the relationship between the heroine and her environment, but compared to Vittoria, it is the contrast between the heroine and the environment that strikes us most by force. However, by deciding to try to outwit her brothers in
their own mystery and deception game, the Duchess not only slightly violated her integrity, but also certain that she remains inextricably linked to this corrupt world. In her touching words to Cariolawish me good speedI get to the desert, where I will find neither a path nor a friendly hint to be my guide. The first two acts are taken by the first
large movement of art, which has two phases. In the earlier we have the main characters depicted and Bosola and Antonio contrasted as types of loyal and treacherous servant. Antonio is more steadfast, but in the depths of bosola's moral imagination he is his superior. Later in the first movement, Bosola, who was called by Ferdinand to
spy on the Duchess, guesses that she is pregnant. It culminates in ferdinand's revelation to the cardinal of the mystery of their sister. Against the backdrop of the cloudy and ill-defined cluster of motifs and machinations that make up this part of the play, the engaged scene between the Duchess and Antonio is distinguished by luminous
clarity. Sometimes it was urged that for jacob's audience, the duchess's actions in proposing a man were reprehensible in every way – as a woman, she should not take initiative on such matters, socially, because her actions threatened the stability of the social order and morally, because her motive was unbridled sexuality. Similar
arguments arose with regard to Desdemona's conduct in Othello. In both cases, the argument radically misinterprets the possible relationship between drama and the ideas received (assuming generously that in the 17th century there was more uniformity in the latter than in our time). As mentioned above, the whole question of what
women should or should not do, and what its essential character was, was a matter of constant controversy at the time and the drama was the perfect form of controversy. Webster, like Middleton, seems to be particularly interested in problems. But the final answer to the allegation is that the scene as written simply does not support the
Duchess's view of how she behaves stupidly and irresponsibly, more so than playing as a whole. (A great tragedy usually does not work, confirming the superiority of our judgments against its heroes.) In reading, and especially in the play, the engagement scene stands out with intense clarity as one of the great positive moments in the
drama. The mix of resolution and what 1 can only be called serious coquettishness, with which the Duchess leads amazed, but does not want Antonio to marry has an impact completely different from irresponsible selfishness or willful lenience. The symbolic resonance of the Duchess's actions and words to her kneeling steward are a
combination of many creative values of the game: tenderness, true affection, reciprocity, even perhaps (as Bosola notes when the Duchess finally tells him about her secret), a reward for faithful service: Sir, This good roof of yours, is too low built, I can not stand upright in them, nor discourse,Without I raised it higher : pick up,If you want,
my hand to help you: yes. (Raises it.) Assuaging Antonio's fears about the destructive effects of being or appearing to be socially ambitious, she makes a clear and simple statement of how she values it: If you'll know where a complete person breathes, (I say this without flattery), turn your eyes, and progress through yourself. She shows
herself well aware of the deception to which her choice has forced her into a society where outward honor and greatness are all: Misery of us that are born great, We are forced to woo, because no one dares to woo us: And as a tyrant doubles down on his words, I fearfully equivocates: so weAre forced to express our brutal passions In
riddles and in dreams , and leave the path With a simple virtue that has never been doneA seem like something that is not. The disastrous consequences of her honest deception are overshadowed here and we can appreciate, without full support, the verdict of Maid Cariola on her mistress to challenge male hegemony in this most
intimate sphere of action, as terrible madness. The fact that the consequences are disastrous is, when it comes to the total impact of art, much more a condemnation of society that destroys the heroine than the heroine herself. The Duchess's reaction to the discovery of her mystery and a series of brutally vengeful attempts inflicted on her
by her brother Ferdinand represent the second major movement in art, and for many its true climax. Ferdinand's motives from the very beginning were dark but dark. Even when the brothers first warn their sisters against re-marrying, the cardinal seems to feel that Ferdinand's violentness is excessive. And it is Ferdinand installs Bosola as
a spy in the house of the Duchess, not only without giving him any reason, but in particular paying attention to the fact that he will not do it:Do not ask for a reason: but be satisfied,I say no. This uncertainty is not just an arbitrary blow on Webster's part, as it continues until Ferdinand's septal on his motives for ordering the duchess's
murder. When Bosola tells him that deeds are done, Ferdinand cries out:I bade you when I was distracted from my witsGo to kill my dearest friend and you didn't. Because let me, but well investigate the cause; What was the inseivity of her match for me? I just have to admit, I was hoping if she continu'd widow to get'dSexite infinite mass
treasure by her death: This is the first we hear about this mercenary motif on ferdinand's part. His tangible inadequacy is underlined by the obsessing perseverance with which he haunts his sister and the devilish virtuosity of the series of ordain that he inflicts on her. These begin with a menacing visit, during which he leaves poniard in his
chamber, and continue with the hand of the supposedly deceased Anthony, pushed into the Duchess in the dark, tableau Antonio and her children presented her and a fantastic parade of lunatics in front of her. These and similar effects undoubtedly represent Bernard Shaw's harsh words about opacity, which prevented Webster, the
Tussaud's laureate, from appreciateing his own stupidity. But the excessiveness of the display is Ferdinand's, not Webster's. It is a song with a tongue in which he rails against his sister after he discovered her secret. His hectic notions of her copulation with some bargeman strong thighs and his frantic ravings as lycanthrope after her
death (including the most chilling line in all jacobean drama – strangulation is a very silent death), all point to ferdinand's presence of a powerful but anecdotal incessant desire; incest is a topic raised in many Jakobin plays and is the central activity of Ford Tis Pity She's a Whore. But it is not Ferdinand's emotions and their dark origins on
which stress falls in this part of the game, but the indomitable spirit of the Duchess, who remains unbroken under all her torture, even though she woes on the verge of madness. The climax comes Bosola, posing first as a tomb maker and then as bellman arrives with her henchman to strangled the Duchess and her children. The Duchess
meets her end with a wonderful and wonderfully theatrical (expression is not intended to be pejorative) a combination of stoic pride – I am the Duchess yet – and Christian humility. When Cariola asks her to cry out for help, she responds with bright eyes to her immediate surroundings and the world she is in - To whom? To our next
neighbors? They are crazy people - and asks the executioners not afraid: Pull, and pull hard, for your strengthYou must pull the sky on me: Still stay, the gates of heaven are not so much arch'dAs palaces princes: they who enter there Must go on their knees. The obvious theatricality of this is very different from Flamineo's theatrical
attempts to mock death or Vittoria fights in vain before drawing up to their full rise in the face of extinction. The effect of panic and eviction casts a faint shadow over their last moments. Here is just a kind of symbolic dignity in the stage pictures as a heroine, whose first life gesture was to lift the steward from his knees, thereby rejecting the
false hierarchy of values, he recognizes in his last ultimate true authority, going down to his knees in front of him. The impact of this scene is so powerful that the last act of art is often considered anti-climatic. But it is necessary to confirm the dark world of murder and injustice, not transformed by the heroic example of the Duchess - that
would be a risk of sentimentality - but somehow touched him. Our understanding of greatness has been modified so that we find it natural to accept Delio's reference to these wretched outstanding things and the strange kind of pity even for arch villains fills the last scene. Bosola, who learned on his own path that the villain no less than
virtue can go without reward in this world, dies confirming not the value of his life and death, but the heroine, even though this value does not seem to be sustained by something outside the world of human choice: Fare you well,It can be a pain: but it does not harm me to dieIn such a good quarrel. 0 This bleak world,In what shadow, or
deep pit of darknessDoth, feminine and terrifying, humanity lives? Let worthy minds ne'er shake in distrustA suffer death or shame for what is simply: Mine is another journey. The sudden stunning fall from the penultimate line to the last opens up a huge gap between the morally sensitive nihilist and his vision of a heaven he can't believe.
However, this does not detract from the power of earlier affirmation, the sententiousness of which is tolerable by a head-on collision in a single line between a woman and humanity. This collocation of femininity and humanity, after the stage events we have witnessed, cannot force us to reconsider the meanings that art society has given
to masculinity, and humanity. The death of cardinal and Ferdinand modulates into something other than mere nihilism, although it is difficult to give it a more positive name than, say, serious clipboards (a pun is not seriously harmful). The note that is struck in the cardinal's poem I am amazed When asked about hell is felt even in the
assertiveness of Ferdinand's last liaison: Will we fall by ambition, blood, or lust, as diamonds we cur with our own dust. And the cardinal's dying words go beyond the scope of Bosola's vengeful delight over its destruction, though this delight too is soon imposed by other moral considerations: Look at my brother: He gave us these big
wounds as we foughtHere i'th'rushes. And now, I pray, let the honeys lie down, and I never thought. (Dies) In the final moments, Webster's villains seem to perfectly catch the weak and flickering perception of the moral order, which they vehemently denied - Cardinal How tedious is the guilty conscience perfectly catches ambivalence - and
insight into the tragic situation in which their notorious freedom of action turned out to be a blind rush of unrecognized instincts and impulses. The life and death of the Duchess certainly does not dispel the darkness of Webster's world, but it shines very clearly in the moral confusion and extravagance of the Great Guignol of this world, a
small, unwavering, inexplicable light. The documentary TwoThe Jacobean Era refers to the period when James I ruled England and Scotland, from 1603 to 1625. The word Jakobian comes from the Hebrew name Jacob, from which the name Jacob comes. After the outstanding reign of Queen Elizabeth I, this 22-year period is remarkable
because of advances in literature and philosophy and dramatic changes in the nation as a result of imperialism. James I presided over unstable periods in British history, and the country emerged from his reign as a changed nation. James I was the son of Mary, Queen of Scots, and became King of Scotland at the age of one, following
the death of his father and his mother's abdication. As the closest relative of Queen Elizabeth I, James became the throne of England after her death. The young king was well educated and wrote several books about the law and duties of kings, but he was not universally loved and endured several trials of his life. In 1605, a group of
Catholics tried to destroy the majority of the English government and monarchy by blowing up the Chamber of Parliament at the inaugural session on November 5. The conspirator betrayed his colleagues and sent a warning shortly before the attack, which led to the capture and execution of plotters. At the time, this large-scale attempt at
domestic terrorism was a frightening and remarkable concept and a sign of the nation's extreme social unrest. In modern England, citizens celebrate the discovery of a plot of land by bonfires and fireworks. The anniversary of the attack is called Guy Fawkes Day after one of the Conspirators. They suggest EditsLiterature and theater were
of great importance during the Jakobian era. William Shakespeare wroteHamlet, Othello, King Lear, Macbeth and Tempest all during this period. Inigo Jones, who created elaborate decorations and costumes for court theatrical productions, is considered the father of contemporary stage craftsmanship. In poetry, Jon Donne and Ben
Jonson are credited with creating some of the most famous works in the history of the genre. Frances Bacon, a great English philosopher, wrote his groundbreaking essays during this period. King James contributed one of the most important works to the literature of the era. In 1604, the king ordered an English translation of the Bible,
which would be in accordance with Protestant ideals and theology. The result, the Authorized King of the Bible of Jacob, is still in use today as the primary Bible of many Protestant churches. Perhaps the most important event of the era was the founding of the first British colonies in America. The cities of Jamestown, Virginia and
Plymouth, Massachusetts have opened the door to huge commercial and financial potential in the New World. Due to the abundance of tobacco cultivation in North America, this period has also seen a sudden and huge increase in tobacco use in England. By 1612, there were more than 7,000 tobacco and smoking houses in England.
After the great and ambitious tone of Elizabeth's reign, the Jakobian Era was a time of great difficulty and change for England. The constant skirmishes of the Elizabethan era left the treasury drained, and the religious struggles that plagued the Tudor dynasty did not diminish under the staunch Protestant Jacob. Despite the newly
discovered markets of North America, the era ended in England in severe economic depression. Some experts believe that James' rule and explosive changes in culture contributed greatly to Oliver Cromwell's overthrow of the monarchy and the English Civil War that soon followed. The document 3INTRODUCTIONThe rise of James I to
the English throne in 1603 marked an era of social and philosophical change, which was reflected in the increasingly dark and ambiguous drama of the period. While the Christian humanist concept of the universe prevailed in the Elizabethan era, the scientific movement of the 17th century questioned previous views of the cosmos as a
highly moral environment ruled by God. Astronomical discoveries, for example, with the publication of Sir Francis Bacon's The Advancement of Learning in 1605, contributed to a new analytical way of thinking that meant separating philosophical and artistic thought from the realm of religion and morality. The transition between the
Elizabethan and Jakobin eras was reflected in the drama to varying degrees. With the exception of such late tragedies as Antony and Cleopatra and Coriolanus, Shakespeare, for example, is generally associated with Elizabethan sensibility. Most of his work shows a sense of providential justice; Feeling the havoc of evil will ultimately be
overcome by the inevitable movement of the cosmos towards moral harmony. However, the works of several well-known Jakobin shakespeare peers, including Webster and Middleton, deviate from the Elizabethan sense of moral order through images of corruption and violence that do not suggest divine retaliation and the ultimate triumph
of good. Critics, however, do not regard jacobian drama as amoral: many tragedies are aimed at confirming the dignity and honor of man in the face of suffering and injustice. Irving Ribner described the tragedy as Jacobean as a search to find the basis of morality in a world where traditional bases no longer seem to have validity. While
the extensive critical commentary focused on the tragedies of the Jakobian period, by far the most popular and often performed dramas of the era were the tragedies of Beaumont and Fletcher. Although praised in the 17th century, 19th and 20th-century critics often criticized fletcherian tragicomes for sensationalism, imaginary threads,
and the use of only funny dramatic devices at the expense of honesty and meaning. Some blame the development of private theatres in the 17th century and the resulting increase in special public interest for the perceived emphasis on escapade entertainment over significant artistic commentary. Others, like Jacqueline Pearson,
defended the artistic significance and dramatic skills of the tragiccomedy. Pearson comments: Behind the clear structure of sharp contrasts, surprise and tension, lurks teasing dual vision, critical ability to simultaneously view events in very different ways. Also popular during the Jacobean period were masks, which became very
fashionable at the court of King James. Mostly written by poet and playwright Ben Jonson, Jacobean masks are known for their sumptuous set design and musical scores provided by the main artists and musicians of the period. The main purpose of the performances was mostly the glorification of the nobility and the rule of law, presented
in the context of an allegorical, mythological framework. Pat Rogers commented: The mask can be seen as visible consumption, a sign of decadence or apotheosis of art. The 4Jacobean Society documentary at the Jacobean TheatreTheatre reflects one's own contextual society, no matter how fantastic or theatrical things can become,
themes can always be traced to some kind of meaning nowadays. This is particularly true during the Elizabethan periods, where about 3 out of 25 Londoners visited the theatre every week (one performance in public amphitheatres such as The Globe could attract 3,000 viewers out of 200,000 in London). Although the number of



spectators eventually decreased during the Jacobin period, the numbers were still large enough for the authorities to be concerned about the impact of a large number of citizens. Such the power of the game. Jacobean drama suffered after the theatrical golden era of Elizabethan theatre. When King James I took over the throne, the
theatre lost its reach with the common people and became the patronage of more courtly classes, which were known for their lack of discipline and moral value. Naturally, Jacobean theatre became decadent when london's morbid interest in sexual immorality grew. This era has become known for its moral ateness. Countless plays have
been written about immoral love, illegal matters, even if you condemn it. Prostitutes became the new heroines of the scene, appearing in the popular plays of Dekker and Marston. Sexism and misogyny were common place in the Jakobin drama. Female characters almost turned to hand; categorized especially as virgin or. They were often
treated like commodities to please their male counterparts. They were divided, used as incentives by men and often compared to money and gold. In Thomas Middleton's Revenge Tragedy, Vindice tries to avenge the murder of her fiancé, Gloriana. Throwing all the love and respect he could have for her, he takes her skull and uses it as
an almost necrophilic prop for his games of duplicity---fora to use women to incapacitate people. Much more is on the purity and advantages of female art figures. Vindice's sister, Castiza, is convinced by her mother to receive Lussorioso's lewd attention for ---s money. Chaste Maid in Cheapside is another job that is based on comparing
wealth with the value of a woman. His female characters come from all walks of life; including the young and virtuous Moll (plus her gold digging mother), the sexually stark and elderly Mrs. Allwit and the bare aristocrat, Lady Kix. And with these women come anti-feminist men from different social classes. Mother Moll is eager for her
daughter to marry Sir Walter Whorehound, a rich and immoral man who is just as his name describes. He just craves to marry Moll because he is a virgin---w while engaging in other sexual matters outside of their marriage, of course! The hypocrisy surrounding these women is further demonstrated by the fact that Moll's mother would
rather have her prostitute herself than remain virtuous and marry a man who really loved her. In a society where being clean was valued, his mother's views on Moll's conflicting situation were commonplace. Moreover, male misfortunes in art are more important than those of women. Document 5 The importance of women in the Jakobin
drama is immediately apparent. Jakobin drama artists stand out in depicting courtship and marriage, in recalling London's urban life and women, and in analysing the feminine character. This concern for women is new in drama and is most marked and most fruitful in plays written between 1590 and 1625. Jakobian's most important
playwsticks - Shakespeare, Webster, Jonson, Middleton, Marston, Heywood, Dekker, Chapman and Beaumont and Fletcher - share a relationship with women, but their sensitivity to conflicting ideas and willingness to spell out their own assumptions suggests that similarity is not merely conventional. Their treatment of women means
trusting the involvement of the public in the issues on which they focus. Puritans, preaching to the same audience as playwriters write, promote liberal attitudes towards women, act through the implications in the Protestant and humanistic ideal of pure marriage. The dramatizes repeat them in disapproval of virginity as a goal in
themselves, and exalting sexual passion in marriage, in opposing inhumane practices such as forced marriage, and pointing out that obedience of the wife to the husband is dependent on his treatment. The playwist alludes to humanists such as More, Erasmus and Vives in their distrust of romantic excess, both in adulteous situations and
in courtship. They represent individual women who meet humanistic beliefs about the rational and intellectual equality between women and men. The drama reflects contemporary anxieties over women's freedom in a society where economic change changes the relationship between wife and husband's work, and where an impoverished
nobleman seeking middle-class wealth creates a thriving marriage market. Playw playwors bare both female presumption and male alarmism. They recognize the desire for the independence of women who join puritan sect (derided as disgraceful in drama) or who ape male attire; their defence of male women is partly a defence of
theatrical practice against puritan extremists. The abundance of medieval satire time on women in the Jacobean drama seems at first confusing in deviating from liberal attitudes towards women. The playw playw playwing gives it a coherent dramatic function, attributing it to groups of characters whose way of life, or associations to the
audience, neutralize its venom. Convinced that women are just as capable of virtue as men, playwrights focus on the causes of adultery and, whether in witchcraft or in particular pressures - temptations of money and social status, corruption of the court's life, the condition of femininity - that act against women. They attack the double
standard, sharing moral responsibility equally between strangled and seduced, and embroiling the husband in the guilt of the adulterer. Shakespeare shares his contemporary attitudes towards women, but integrates them into the realization of individual character. It shows how prejudices about women in general harm individuals and limit
the experience of love. The close contact of playwrights with conflicting ideals and prejudices about women outside theatre contributes to the richness and vitality of the Jakobian drama
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